Earth Kind:

Environmental Stewardship Program

Landscape Pesticides:
Although pesticides can be useful, they also
can be dangerous if used carelessly or stored
improperly. Here are some Earth Kind tips for
safer pest control:
The most effective way to reduce risks posed
by pesticides is to consider the use of nonchemical control methods to reduce or eliminate pest problems. Integrated Pest Management (IPM) is a systematic approach that
includes non-chemical options (see the Earth
Kind publication on Landscape IPM for details).
If you decide you must use pesticides, always
read the label first and follow directions to the
letter, including precautions and restrictions.
Don’t use products for pests that are not indicated on the label and don’t
use more pesticide than directed by the label. Don’t think that twice the
amount will do twice the job.
Use protective measures when handling
pesticides as directed by the label, such
as wearing impermeable gloves, long
pants, and long-sleeve shirts. Change
clothes and wash your hands immediately after applying pesticides.
Before applying a pesticide (indoors or
outdoors), remove children, their toys,
and pets from the area and keep them
away until the pesticide has dried or as recommended by the label.
Don’t spray outdoors on windy or rainy days. Take precautions to keep the
pesticide from drifting or running off into the vegetable garden, pool, or
neighbor’s yard.

Earth Kind uses research-proven
techniques to provide maximum
gardening and landscape enjoyment while preserving and protecting our environment.
The objective of Earth Kind is to
combine the best of organic and
traditional gardening and landscaping principles to create a new
horticultural system based on realworld effectiveness and environmental responsibility.
The principal goals of Earth Kind
include:
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The safe use and handling
of fertilizers & pesticides
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Reduction of yard wastes
entering urban landfills

Water conservation

As your interest and knowledge in
these areas grows you will have an
increased awareness of the many
programs, practices and activities that are Earth Kind. Working
together we can make a difference
in conserving and protecting our
valuable natural resources.
For more information
see our Web site:

EarthKind.tamu.edu

Remove or cover food during applications
around picnic areas or outdoor kitchens.
If using a commercial applicator or lawn care
service, ask for information about potential
risks and safety precautions to take.
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Don’t buy more pesticides than you will need. If you have leftover
pesticides, check with your local government to determine whether
your community has a household hazardous waste collection program or other program for disposing of pesticides. If no community
program exists, follow label directions and any state or local regulations regarding disposal.
Keep the telephone number of your area Poison Control Center near
your telephone: 1-800-222-1222.
Here are some tips to follow if you have children or if children visit
your house or yard:
Always store pesticides away from children’s reach, in a locked cabinet or garden shed. Child-proof safety latches also may be installed
on cabinets and can be purchased at local hardware stores and other retail outlets.
Never transfer pesticides to other containers that children may associate with food or drink.
Never place rodent or insect baits where small children can get to them.
Teach children that “pesticides are poisons” - something they should not touch.
Alert others to the potential hazard of pesticides especially care givers and grandparents.
IN CASE OF AN EMERGENCY, try to determine what the person
was exposed to and what part of the body was affected before you
take action, since taking the right action is as important as taking
immediate action.
If the person is unconscious having trouble breathing, or having
convulsions, give needed first aid immediately. Call 911.or your
local emergency service. If the person does not have these symptoms, contact your local Poison Control Center at 1-800-222-1222.
Have the product container with you when you call for assistance
- remember to act fast!

See the Earth Kind Web site for more ways to preserve and protect the environment...
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